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Model study of protein unfolding by interfaces
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We study interface-induced protein unfolding on hydrophobic and polar interfaces by means of a two-
dimensional lattice model and an exhaustive enumeration ground-state structure search, for a set of model
proteins of length 20 residues. We compare the effects of the two types of interfaces, and search for criteria that
influence the retention of a protein’s native-state structure upon adsorption. We find that the unfolding proceeds
by a large, sudden loss of native contacts. The unfolding at polar interfaces exhibits similar behavior to that at
hydrophobic interfaces but with a much weaker interface coupling strength. Further, we find that the resistance
of proteins to unfolding in our model is positively correlated with the magnitude of the folding energy in the
native-state structure, the thermal stability~or energy gap! for that structure, and the interface energy for
native-state adsorption. We find these factors to be of roughly equal importance.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Protein adsorption at interfaces is a very common p
nomenon which can often be important in technological
plications. The adsorption can alter the protein structure
therefore influence or destroy the function of the prote
Such interface-induced unfolding may present a problem,
instance if it is important that the adsorbed protein retains
function, as in some biosensors based on adsorbed pr
layers. Interface-induced unfolding also presents proble
when one wants to study a protein’s native-state proper
by an experimental method that requires an interface con
These issues motivate both experimental and theore
studies of the influence of interfaces on protein structure
particular the development of criteria which could determ
whether or not a particular protein will denature on a spec
interface.

Both the experimental and theoretical understanding
these phenomena are limited at present. Experimental re
show that some interfaces affect protein structure subs
tially. Conformational changes have been monitored by s
eral probes which show that the extent of a protein’s orde
secondary structure can be diminished by adsorption. T
holds for both hydrophobic and hydrophilic interfaces@1#.
For example, the circular dichroism spectrum of adsorb
immunoglobulin G~IgG! at the hydrophobic Teflon-wate
interface@2,3# indicates that the relative fractions ofa-helix
and random coil content are increased, whereas theb-sheet
content is strongly diminished. In an infrared spectrosco
study of Ribonuclease A adsorption at the hydroph
germanium-water interface, a decrease of the conten
b-sheet was observed together with an increase in the si
for turns and unordered structure@4#. Both thea-helix and
b-sheet content were diminished for bovine serum album
at the hydrophilic silica-water interface studied by circu
dichroism@5#. Other experimental studies using a variety
techniques have shown that the first adsorbed protein lay
often denatured@6–8#.
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The effect of adsorption is especially strong for hydroph
bic interfaces. For example, IgG is not denatured when
sorbed on a hydrophilic quartz interface, but it does dena
on a hydrophobic teflon-coated interface@2,3#. Since it is
generally believed that the hydrophobic forces are domin
in protein folding@9#, it is indeed expected that a hydroph
bic interface should affect a protein more strongly than
hydrophilic interface. Proteins in solution tend to have a h
drophobic core and a polar shell. A hydrophobic interfa
would therefore extract the amino acids from the core of
folded protein, while a polar interface might bind to the po
surface parts of the protein; the latter would be more likely
leave the protein intact. In addition, the interactions betwe
a polar interface and the polar protein shell are weaker du
the competitive presence of~hydrophilic! water molecules.
One thus expects a polar interface to be more like the nor
water-rich environment for a protein than a hydrophobic
terface, which would render the polar interface less disr
tive. Nevertheless, experiments@4,5# have shown that pola
interfaces can have a large effect on protein structure.

No theoretical calculations have been performed to
knowledge which directly treat interface-induced unfoldi
of proteins. A study of homopolymers at interfaces has b
performed using a three-dimensional lattice model@10#. This
work identified two types of adsorption behavior—
‘‘docking’’ and ‘‘flattening.’’ It treated the effect of the inter-
face on the amount of secondary structure, but could not t
denaturation in the sense of the loss of native structure s
homopolymers do not have a well-defined native structu
Other relevant existing studies are those of protein folding
confined geometries and protein unfolding by tension, wh
are somewhat analogous to the present problem because
treat the effect of an external perturbation on protein str
ture. A simple exact model has been used by Chan and
@11# to show that a class of chaperonins having hydropho
interiors, modeled by hydrophobic interfaces confining t
protein, can stabilize some of its important transitional str
tures on the pathway to the native fold. This is achieved
©2004 The American Physical Society07-1
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the protein being partly unfolded while interacting with th
chaperonin, which makes it less prone to misfolding. Unfo
ing of proteins by an external force field has been treated
Shen and co-workers@12#. They used a residue-level mod
with springlike interactions that favor the native-structu
nearest-neighbor contacts, distances, and orientations.
found that the external force causes a sharp and cooper
unfolding transition. It is of interest to establish whether u
folding by interfaces exhibits similar behavior.

In this paper we present simple model calculations wh
aim to clarify the generic effects of interface adsorption
protein structure~schematic picture shown in Fig. 1!, and the
main factors preventing denaturation. We use a simplifi
model because this type of problem cannot be fully trea
by any existing methods with quantitative accuracy. Ther
continuing progress in the use of force fields@13,14# to de-
scribe protein-protein interactions, but these force fields
not have parameters for treating interfaces. In addition, s
methods cannot reliably evaluate the lowest-free-ene
structures because the calculations cannot be run
enough.

The outline of the remainder of the paper is as follow
Section II introduces and motivates our choice of model a
method of solution. Section III presents the numerical res

FIG. 1. A protein, characterized by its native-state bulk ene
Eb and the energy gap to the next-lowest-energy structureEg , can
either retain its native-state structure or denature when it inter
with the interface.Eif : interaction energy of native-state prote
with interface. Primed quantities are evaluated for a denatu
structure.
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and discusses their potential relation to experiments. The
section summarizes our findings.

II. MODEL AND METHOD OF SOLUTION

A. Model

The specific structures formed by proteins are determi
by a delicate competition between several types of for
including hydrogen bonds, van der Waals interactions,
ion pairing. Recently it has been demonstrated that also
effect of the polarity of the protein backbone is of som
importance@15# and can be added to this list. It is genera
believed, however, that the dominant folding force is t
hydrophobic interaction@9#. A commonly accepted picture o
protein folding is that the hydrophobic force selects a limit
range of conformations from which the other forces choo
the native-state structure. A model that captures this do
nant force of folding is theHP model proposed by Lau an
Dill @16# and developed in protein folding research. In t
model the 20 amino acids are divided into two types: hyd
phobic ~H! and polar (P). The dominant interaction is the
one between two amino acids of type H, and the remain
interactions are often ignored. This model is most applica
to globular proteins, since they have a compact native-s
structure, a core of hydrophobic residues, and significant
ondary structure. It has been widely explored and has p
vided basic insights into the protein folding process.

Our model, aHP1P2 model, is a modification of theHP
model designed to provide a somewhat improved descrip
of the hydrophobicity of the amino acids, and to reduce
ground-state structure degeneracy that is inherent to theHP
model.H stands for hydrophobic,P1 for slightly polar, and
P2 for polar amino acids. This choice was motivated by t
clean division of the amino acids into three groups with
spect to hydrophobicity, shown in Table I. We consider
two-dimensional lattice model with nearest-neighbor inter
tions between amino acids that are not nearest neighbo
the chain. The Hamiltonian for an adsorbed protein is writ
as a sum of bulk and interface contributions:

H5Hb1Hif , ~1!

where

y

ts

d

-
n the
n, i.e.,
TABLE I. Relative abundance inE. coli proteins@29#, hydropathy index@30#, and the assigned hydro
phobicity type for theHP1P2 model for all amino acids. Asterisks denote that the relative abundance i
reference was given jointly for Glu and Gln as well as for Asp and Asn. We assume equal distributio
50%-50% in each pair. The total relative abundances for the three typesH, P1, andP2 are 45%, 22%, and
34%.

Amino acid Ala Glu Gln Asp Asn Leu Gly Lys Ser Val

Relative abundance@29# 13.0 5.4* 5.4* 4.95* 4.95* 7.8 7.8 7.0 6.0 6.0
Hydropathy@30# 1.8 23.5 23.5 23.5 23.5 3.8 20.4 23.9 20.8 4.2
Assigned type H P2 P2 P2 P2 H P1 P2 P1 H

Amino acid Arg Thr Pro Ile Met Phe Tyr Cys Trp His

Relative abundance@29# 5.3 4.6 4.6 4.4 3.8 3.3 2.2 1.8 1.0 0.7
Hydropathy@30# 24.5 20.7 1.6 4.5 1.9 2.8 21.3 2.5 20.9 23.2
Assigned type P2 P1 H H H H P1 H P1 P2
7-2
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TABLE II. Interaction parameters: The averaged values obtained from the Miyazawa-Jernigan~MJ!
interaction matrix@20#, EMJ in RT units, were modified by the formula (EMJ/EHH

MJ 20.3)/1.3 in order to obtain
normalized and negative interactions with units ofEHH . We quote our values only to four significant figure
although more were used in the calculations.

EHH EHP1
EHP2

EP1P1
EP1P2

EP2P2

EMJ 20.4969 20.2368 0.1136 20.1647 0.0394 0.1389
Normalized 21 20.5972 20.0550 20.4857 20.1698 20.0157
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i , j

ni , jEwiwj
~2!

and

Hif5(
i

niEIwi
. ~3!

Here i , j denote site indices,wi is the residue type of sitei
(H, P1, or P2), and ni , j equals 1 if i and j are nearest
neighbors~not along the chain!, and zero otherwise. Th
Ewiwj

are effective interactions that include both direct int
actions between residues and indirect interactions medi
by water molecules in the solution; for an attractive effect
interactionEwiwj

,0. Similarly, I denotes the residue typ

corresponding to the interface, to be discussed shortly;ni is 1
if site i contacts the interface and zero otherwise, andEIwi

is
the effective interaction between an interface and residue
type wi .

It should be noted that recent studies@17–19# have shown
that models which use additive contact energies simila
ours have limited capabilities of reproducing proteinli
thermodynamics in a quantitative fashion. These stud
pointed out that the latter requires, among other conditio
that the van’t Hoff to calorimetric enthalpy rati
DHvH /DHcal is near to unity, while for a pair-interactio
model such as ours it is much less than unity.

Our model is very simple, but even in two dimensions it
difficult to treat exactly chains longer than 20 amino ac
with explicit enumeration. We argue below that some gene
features of our results would hold in more realistic models
well.

B. Choice of bulk parameters

The main criterion behind our choice of parameters is
obtain a spread of interaction strengths roughly compara
to that of real proteins. To accomplish this, we begin with
interaction parameters developed by Miyazawa and Jern
@20# ~MJ!, which are based on observed pair frequencies
native-state structures of proteins. We obtain the interact
Ewiwj

in our three-letter alphabet model from their para
eters in three steps. First, we divide the 20 residues into
three hydrophobicity classes given in Table I. The distrib
tion for the amino acid types used was obtained from rela
abundances inE. coli proteins: 45%, 22%, and 34% for th
respective amino acid types. Rounding off to the nearest
teger for a chain of length 20 amino acids gives nine resid
02190
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of typeH, four of typeP1, and seven of typeP2. Second, we
average the MJ parameters over the residues in each c
giving the first row in Table II. Finally, we normalize an
shift them uniformly in such a fashion that the energy u
becomes theHH interaction. This gives the results shown
the second row of Table II. The reason for the shift is that
observed pair frequencies used to evaluate the MJ param
do not determine the overall zero, but only the differenc
between the parameters. We choose our shift so that
structures that are obtained are fairly compact, although
absolutely compact, which is consistent with observed p
tein structures. A similar strategy of using a range of nega
interaction energies has been used previously@21,22#. The
final values were not rounded off to the number of significa
figures in the original MJ parameters, in order to avo
parameter-induced degeneracies. Our procedure resulte
roughly 60% of the chains having unique ground-state str
tures. The results presented in this paper are for the no
generate sequences only.

Other kinds of averages from the MJ values are possi
However, we will show that reasonable variations in the p
rameters do not introduce any major changes in the resu

C. Interface coupling strength

A hydrophobic interface, which is our main interest, c
in a first approximation be thought of as consisting of hyd
phobic residues similar to the ones included in the prot
chain. The interactions of the amino acids in the chain w
the interface,EIwi

, are thus set proportional toEHwi
by a

factor depending on the density of hydrophobic residues
the interface:

EIwi
5lhEHwi

, ~4!

wherewi5$H,P1 ,P2% and the dimensionless parameterlh
determines the interface coupling strength. This parallels
experimental technique used by Kandoriet al. @23# who
studied protein adsorption on an interface with varying h
drophobicity. They started with an initially hydrophilic inte
face, which became more and more hydrophobic as it w
gradually covered with oleyl phosphate~OP! molecules that
had their hydrophobic ends pointing into the protein solut
@24#.

Similarly, one can think of a polar interface as consisti
of polar molecules similar to the ones in the protein cha
distributed over the interface:

EIwi
5lpEP2wi

, ~5!
7-3
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wherelp is the degree of polarity. In constructing the pol
interface we use the parameters forP2 since it is the most
polar of the residue types.

D. Method of solution

Our method is to find the lowest-energy structure using
exhaustive enumeration of all self-avoiding configurations
two dimensions for chains of length 20 amino acids. T
procedure is rigorous, but limits us to two dimensions~2D!
because of the vast increase in CPU time required to t
longer chains and more possible jump directions. Sim
models in three dimensions have to use shorter chains
abandon the exhaustive enumeration search and rely on
approximate methods. Monte Carlo searches for the grou
state structure have been performed in three dimension
chains up to 36 amino acids. However, the available struc
space has been limited to absolutely compact structures o
see for instance Ref.@25#. Such a limitation is naturally no
acceptable when treating interface-induced unfolding.

Our enumeration task is equivalent to performing a 2
step self-avoiding walk on a 2D-lattice, which has three p
sible directions at each step. By limiting the initial conditio
~first step always in the same direction and the first t
always to the left! one can eliminate most of the mirror de
generacies. We calculate the ground-state structure fo
range of interface coupling strengths, assuming that the
tem always finds this lowest-energy structure at the interfa

The ordering of theH, P1, and P2 residues in the 20-
monomer chain was chosen in a random fashion and
results are presented for a sample set of 1163 such sequ
that also fulfilled the condition of having a unique nativ
state structure.

III. RESULTS

The distribution of native-state bulk energiesEb for the
studied sequence set is fairly Gaussian with meanEb
'27.9 ~units of EHH , see Table II!, and standard deviation
sb'0.54. The native-state structure contained on aver
about 6.0, 2.5, 0.5, 0.4, 1.0, and 0.4 contacts of typesHH,
HP1 , HP2 , P1P1 , P1P2, and P2P2, respectively. In the
presence of an interface the total energy for the adsorb
state structure can be split into bulk and interface com
nents. The bulk componentEb8 , defined as the value ofHb ,
is originally equal to the native-state bulk energyEb and
decreases in magnitude as the protein changes to a
ground-state structure. The interface componentEif8
5(wi

Nwi
EIwi

is defined as the sum of all energies due
interface contacts, and increases in magnitude upon ads
tion. It becomes proportional to the interface coupli
strengthl at largel when all amino acids have interfac
contact, i.e., when the numbersNwi

of residues with particu-
lar types of surface contacts reach their maximum poss
values: max(NH)59,max(NP1

)54,max(NP2
)57 for the stud-

ied 20-monomers.
Figure 2 shows the ground-state structures for a sam

sequence on hydrophobic interfaces with varying interf
coupling strengthslh . The protein is allowed to rotate with
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respect to the interface in order to minimize the total ener
The caselh50 is equivalent to the case of no interface, i.
the protein is in its native-state structure in solution.~The
protein in our calculations lies in an infinite solution and
generally away from the interface for zero interaction. The
fore, the interface causes no excluded volume effect.! With
increasinglh the model protein gradually loses its nativ
contacts, until it eventually becomes entirely flattened out
the interface. Thus the identified types of adsorption beh
ior in the homopolymer study in Ref.@10#, first step being
docking to the interface and the last steps flattening,
present. As shown, even atlh51 the sample protein is no
completely unfolded. The interface coupling strength
quired to bring all of the residues into contact with the inte
face will of course vary from protein to protein. However, a
upper bound is reached when the coupling is strong eno
to make the strongest bulk contact~the dominantHH con-
tact! less favorable than two of the weakest interface c
tacts. For our interaction parameter set this correspond
lh>9.1 for the hydrophobic interface andlp>31.8 for the
polar interface.

A. Effect of interface coupling strength on quantitative
measures of protein structure

We measure the interface-induced structure change for
model proteins by means of the fraction of preserved na
contacts,Q, a measure used in earlier protein folding stud
@26#. We also monitor the bulk energyEb8 , i.e., the energy of
all native and non-native interresidue contacts. Q tells
how a given structure differs from the native one, whileEb8
describes the degree of unfolding relative to a fairly comp
starting point.

Figure 3 shows averaged curves forQ andEb8 ~the latter
normalized with respect to native-state bulk energy! for the
adsorbed-state structure, as functions of the interface c
pling strengthl. As expected, polar interfaces have a wea
effect on protein structure. For weak interface interactio
^Q& varies linearly, whilê Eb8& changes much more slowly

FIG. 2. The ground-state structure for the sample seque
HP2P2HHP1P2HP1P1HHP2P1P2P2P2HHH, adsorbed at hy-
drophobic interfaces with different interface coupling strengthslh :
~a! native-state structure with ten native contacts;~b! 20% of the
native contacts lost at interface withlh50.3; ~c! 50% of the native
contacts lost atlh50.8; ~d! nearly flat conformation with only
three~native! contacts atlh51.
7-4
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Thus a large change inQ can be accompanied by a ve
small change inEb8 . This suggests that the protein structu
is still well described by a hydrophobic core, even though
fold is very different from the native one.

For strong interface interactions (lh.1 in the case of a
hydrophobic interface! the behavior of̂ Q& deviates from the
initial linear trend. This also occurs for polar interfaces f
lp@1 ~not shown!. This is because the last few bulk co
tacts are very hard to break. As discussed above, the
native contact might continue to exist up to high values
lh , giving a ^Q& value of about 10% since for the studie
sequence set there are on average about ten native con
The entire unfolding process, in the case of a hydropho
interface, can be thought of involving three major steps. T
first involves extracting all the amino acids of typeH from
the bulk to the interface, and the second and third invo
extracting typesP1 andP2. This order is given by the order
ing of the interaction strengths. Forlh51 in Fig. 3, approxi-
mately eight out of nineH residues in the chain have inte
face contact, corresponding roughly to completion of the fi
step.

FIG. 3. Average fraction of native contacts^Q& ~a!, and average
bulk energy, normalized with respect to the native-state bulk ene
^Eb8/Eb& ~b!, as functions of interface coupling strengthl for hy-
drophobic ~triangles! and polar interfaces~circles!. The initial
slopes in̂ Q& are'20.93 and20.12, respectively. The dashed lin
shows the soft set component of^Q& for the hydrophobic interface
~See Sec. III A.!
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Our definition ofEb would correspond to some extent
the number of topological contacts in the structure. We c
therefore qualitatively compare the^Eb8& vs l curve in Fig.
3~b! to the results in Fig. 12~b! of Ref. @10#, which shows the
number of topological contacts for a 3D homopolymer
lengthn514 at a planar interface, as a function of the cha
interface contact energy. It was found that increasing con
energy results in a loss of topological contacts, with a pro
similar to ^Eb8& ~flat region, transition, and another flat re
gion!. However while we see a drop of roughly 80% in^Eb8&,
the loss of topological contacts was about 30%. The tra
tion in the number of topological contacts was also sharp
with a 90–10% drop occurring over an interval of rough
15% around the midpoint value for the contact energy;
corresponding interval for̂Eb8& is roughly 40%. Further, in
the beginning of the transition, the topological contact cu
is flatter.

From an experimental point of view, it is more importa
to understand the beginning of the structural changes in
tein denaturation than complete unfolding. Experimental
sults @4,5# show that proteins denatured by adsorption of
contain a substantial amount ofa-helix andb-sheet second-
ary structure, i.e., they are far from completely unfolde
Figure 3~a! shows that on average denaturation begins
ready at the first sampled point,lh50.05. Even though some
sequences do retain their native-state structure up tolh
50.9, for that interface coupling strength most sequences
almost completely unfolded. If a real interface correspon
to one that can denature proteins but nevertheless leav
certain amount of bulk contacts present, we can concl
that strong interface interactions corresponding tolh@1 in
our model are not physically relevant.

One could define a typicallcritical as the interface coupling
strength needed for denaturation to occur, for instance
assuming that an average loss of one native contact lead
denaturation. However, the fluctuations between seque
are large enough that a better measure than the average
ues given in Fig. 3~a! is required. If we define a sequence
hard if its native-state structure is retained for a givenl, and
soft otherwise, we find that the sequences divide into ‘‘ha
and ‘‘soft’’ groups with respect to denaturation in the mann
shown in Fig. 4. Here theQ distribution for interfaces with
two different degrees of hydrophobicity,lh50.1 and lh
50.4, is presented. The height of the columnQ51 shows
the number of hard sequences which is by far the lar
group for lh50.1. The softer sequences spread overQ,1
values in a Gaussian-like distribution. The number of s
sequences is greater forlh50.4. ~A very large increase inlh
would of course give only a peak atQ50.! The shape of the
distribution is fairly similar in thelh50.1 andlh50.4 plots.
The main difference is that there is somewhat less weigh
values ofQ near unity in thelh50.4 case, leading to re
duced values of̂ Q& over the soft sequences. The gradu
decrease of̂Q& for the soft sequences is better seen in F
3~a! where the dashed curve shows^Q& as a function oflh
for the soft sequence set only. (^Q& for the hard sequence
set is by definition 1.! We find that even for smalllh values
^Q& is reduced to about 0.5, i.e., the change in conformat

y,
7-5
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for soft sequences is very large even for small interface
teractions. This we believe suggests that denaturation
duced by the interface is a highly cooperative process, s
lar to solvent-induced denaturation.

Figure 5 shows the dependence of the fraction of h
sequences,Fnative, on l. Up to aboutlh.0.5, it shows a

FIG. 4. Distribution of the fraction of preserved native conta
Q for our sequence set, at a hydrophobic interface with interf
coupling strengthslh50.1 ~a! andlh50.4 ~b!.

FIG. 5. The fraction of sequences adsorbed in native-state s
ture Fnative, as a function of the interface coupling strengthl, for
polar ~circles! and hydrophobic interfaces~triangles!.
02190
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linear drop. The linear behavior of^Q& vs lh in Fig. 3~a!
then results from combination of this linear drop with th
near constancy in̂Q& for the soft set of sequences~dashed
line! for lh,0.5. We note that the curves for unfolding
polar interfaces~Figs. 3 and 5! show behavior very similar to
the ones for hydrophobic interfaces, which makes polar
terfaces comparable to hydrophobic interfaces with v
weak interface coupling strengths. This is consistent with
experiments comparing hydrophobic and polar interfac
discussed in Sec. I.

It is not possible to further compare our results directly
existing experimental data, both because our model is v
simplified, and because the correct values of the interf
coupling strengths for particular interfaces are not know
However, a crude estimate of a typical interface coupl
strengthlh can be obtained by calculating its value for th
hydrophobic interface used in Ref.@23#. The density of the
hydrophobic OP molecule adsorbed on the interface was
to 2.6 molecules/nm2. Approximating the hydrophobicity of
the OP molecule to that ofH residues and taking as a lattic
constant in our model the typical distance between two r
dues, roughly 4 Å, we estimate that for the most hydropho
interface studied in that experiment,lh'0.4. The coupling
strength of a typical hydrophobic interface is therefore e
pected to lie in the rangelh<0.4. For polar interfaces it is
more difficult to give an estimate.

In summary, we find that adsorbed model proteins t
change from their native-state structure do so by a la
change in their native contacts which, however, can co
spond to only small changes in their bulk energy. Thus th
is a clear division into a soft and a hard set of sequences.
also find that polar interfaces have an effect on protein str
ture comparable to that of very weakly hydrophobic inte
faces.

B. Hardness criteria

As mentioned above, it is important to develop metho
for predicting in statistical fashion whether a particular pr
tein or class of proteins will denature on a particular int
face. We define the hardness of a protein as the maxim
interface interaction strength for which the protein rema
adsorbed in its native-state structure. For hydrophobic in
faces the hardness is thus specified by the degree of hy
phobicitylh at which the first conformational change occu

1. A priori analysis of parameters relevant to interface
denaturation behavior

The hardness of a protein is of course determined so
by the amino acid sequence. However, this relation is v
complex, so we focus on establishing some properties of
protein that correlate more directly with the hardness.
define the energy gapEg as the energy difference betwee
the native-state structure and the next-lowest-energy st
ture for the protein in solution. We expect bothEg and the
interactionEif of the optimally oriented native-state prote
with the interface to be important for the behavior of t
adsorbed protein. This expectation is supported by no
that

e
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uEb8u<uEbu2uEgu, ~6!

whereEb8 is the bulk energy for an arbitrary structure oth
than the native-state structure in solution. A sufficient con
tion for retaining the native-state structure at the interfac
then that~see also Fig. 1!

uEbu1uEifu>uEbu2uEgu1uEif8u ~7!

or

uEif8u<uEifu1uEgu, ~8!

for all nonnative-state structures, whereEif8 is the interface
energy for a nonnative adsorbed-state structure. Large va
of uEgu anduEifu will enhance the likelihood of inequality~8!
holding, and should thus lead to enhanced hardness. We
expect the native bulk~folding! energyuEbu to be important.
When this energy is large, the hydrophobic core residues
well coordinated by other residues. This results in a hi
energy cost for extracting them to make contacts with
interface.

Of the three properties that we have considered,Eb and
Eg are familiar from previous studies of protein foldin
while Eif has not been treated.uEifu would be largest when
the native-state structure of the protein in solution has
exposed hydrophobic patch, i.e., when the hydrophobic c
in the native-state structure is only semicovered by a p
shell. This would normally give a destabilizing contributio
to the native-state structure. However, since there are f
trations in the folding, such hydrophobic patches can and
exist in the native-state structures.uEifu includes indirectly
topographical effects since it is favored by a flat hydropho
patch matching the flat model interface. Such effects co
be included in more detail in potential applications to expe
ment treated below.

In order to facilitate potential experimental tests of o
results, we have also investigated the effect of the bulk th
mal stability of the model protein on its hardness at an in
face. The thermal stability is determined by the transit
midpoint temperatureTm for which the probability of finding
the protein in native state is 50%. This factor is highly c
related to the energy gap, and is measurable, by calorim
measurements or by other methods~see for example, Ref
@27#!. For our model proteins the thermal stability measu
was expressed in terms ofTm, which was obtained by as
signing Boltzmann weights to the exactly enumerated c
formations.

2. Numerical results

In order to study the effect ofEb , Eg , Tm, andEif on the
hardness, we compare the average behavior for all stu
sequences to the behavior of sequences that have ext
values of these parameters or combinations of them. We
fined aboveFnative as the fraction of sequences that reta
their native-state structure upon adsorption at a partic
value oflh . Figure 6 showsFnative for all sequences, along
with Fnative for the sequences with values ofuEbu, Tm, or
uEifu that are in the top 5%. We chose to concentrate
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analysis onTm rather than onEg , becauseTm is measurable.
Further, the correlation coefficient for these two properties
high, 0.84 for the studied sequence set. In all cases the ‘‘t
sequences are harder than average, i.e., all factors seem
positively correlated to the hardness. As discussed earlier
believelh50.3 is in the range of values achievable for re
interfaces. At this value oflh , a sequence withuEbu in the
top 5% has'60% better chance of retaining its native-sta
structure than an average sequence, and nearly twice th
erage chance if it instead hasTm ~or uEgu) in the top 5%. The
effect of uEifu is similar to that ofTm. These results sugges
that Eb , Tm, andEif are indeed relevant factors for the pr
tein hardness, and thatTm andEif are slightly more important
thanEb .

The protein hardness is undoubtedly determined b
combination of factors, including those discussed here.
this reason we have investigated the effects of combin
pairs of the three factors, and also combining all three. T
results are presented in Fig. 7. In the combinations, we
quire that the number of selected top sequences is 5% o
total number of studied sequences so that the graphs ca
easily compared with the graphs for a single factor. T
means, however, that the requirements for the individual
teria are less restrictive. For example in order to obtain
number of top sequences that is 5% of the total number,
chose sequences withuEbu andTm within the best 9%. In this
case the combination criteria select sequences of sim
hardness as selected by the top 5% ofTm. On the other hand
we find that model proteins selected for the other two pa
of the factors are slightly harder than those that are top
quences with respect to only one factor. In spite of the l
strict criteria for individual factors~within the top 24% and
26%!, the best results are obtained for the combination
large uEbu and uEifu, and for uEifu and Tm (Fnative50.93 for
both compared to the average 0.42 atlh50.3). Even though

FIG. 6. Comparison of the fraction of all sequences adsorbe
native state,Fnative ~solid line!, to that obtained for the sequence
with 5% highest native-state bulk energyuEbu ~dashed!, thermal
stability Tm ~long-dashed!, and interface interaction for the native
state structureuEifu ~dot-dashed!, respectively. The inset shows tha
the curve for 5% highest thermal stabilityTm is very similar to the
one for the energy gapuEgu ~solid line!.
7-7
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Eb is less effective than the other two factors in the sing
factor picture, it thus seems to be of similar importance wh
combined with other factors.

The effect of the factors is weaker but still present wh
we treat the top 10% instead of the top 5% for the th
factors. For the combination of all three factors no new
formation is obtained, since the curve is similar to the o
for the combinationTm andEif . The similarity between the
effects ofTm andEg is shown in the inset in Fig. 6 and hold
also for combinations of factors. We have also considered
hardness of sequences in the bottom 5% for the same fa
and their combinations, and we find that the hardness is
stantially reduced.

We have thus found that large values ofuEbu, Tm ~or
uEgu), anduEifu are all correlated with increased hardness
the model proteins. One would expect these characteristic
be related to each other. For example, the native bulk en
is enhanced by havingH residues in the protein core, whil
the interface energy is enhanced by having moreH residues
in the protein shell. This could make them competing ch
acteristics. However, we found no strong correlations
tween the three properties for the studied set, apart f
some correlation between high thermal stability and la
native-state bulk energy. The correlation coefficients w
0.60 foruEbu andTm, 0.10 foruEbu anduEifu, and 0.17 forTm
and uEifu.

C. Robustness analysis

Our results, the sharp transition from native-state to de
tured structure, the division into hard and soft groups, as w

FIG. 7. Fraction of all sequences adsorbed in native state,Fnative

~solid line!, compared toFnative for sequences satisfying combina
tions of criteria. The selected number of sequences is always
quired to be 5% of the total number of sequences. The criteria
each of the three factors~native-state bulk energyEb , thermal sta-
bility Tm , and interface interaction for the native-state structureEif )
are therefore lowered as indicated. Dashed line,uEbu and Tm ~se-
quences within top 9%!; long-dashed line,uEbu anduEifu ~within top
24%!, dot-dashed line,Tm anduEifu ~within top 26%!. The curve for
the all three criteria~within top 33%! is very similar to the curve
shown forTm andEif .
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as the importance ofEb , Tm ~or Eg), andEif , seem robust
with respect to both chain length of the model proteins st
ied, and to variations in the interaction parameters betw
H, P1 andP2 residues. In order to check the dependence
chain length we performed calculations for a shorter ch
~18-monomer, of which 8H, 4P1 and 6P2). Even though we
were forced to have a slightly different distribution of th
amino acid types we observed the same general charac
tics as reported for the 20-monomer chains. We evaluated
parameter dependence of the results by studying syst
closer to theHP-model. All interactions apart from the dom
nant interactionEHH were diminished to 50% and then als
to 10% of the interaction values in Table II. In the form
case we reproduced closely the general results from
original parameter set. However, when the non-HH interac-
tions were reduced to only 10% of their starting values,
bulk energy of the native-state structure became very
cretely distributed, which resulted in a sharper initial d
crease in thêQ& diagram in Fig. 3~a!. Typical changes in the
quantities plotted in Figs. 3~a! and 5 were less than 10% i
both cases.

We also believe that extension of the computations
three dimensions would yield similar conclusions. The su
denness of the unfolding seen in Figs. 3~a! and 4 is probably
related to cooperativity. Since cooperativity increases
higher dimensions, the effect seen here should be enha
in three dimensions. As discussed in Sec. II A, we also
pect that using a model with nonadditive interactions wo
enhance the observed cooperativity@17–19#. Further, all
three hardness factors we consider would remain impor
in three dimensions. LargeuEgu ~corresponding to highTm)
and uEifu would still enhance hardness, since the condit
for retaining native-state structure on adsorption, Eq.~8!,
would still hold. The correlation withuEbu would continue to
be important since a bulk hydrophobic core residue wo
still have more hydrophobic neighbors than it could at t
interface.

D. Relation to experiments

Here we propose possible experiments to test our p
dicted correlations between protein properties and hardn
Due to the model chosen, our results would be most ap
cable to single-domain proteins without disulphide bon
Since we present statistical results, a systematic study
protein set, of order at least ten proteins, would be requir
Eb could be identified with the folding free energy, which
measurable. We believe that, in comparing proteins of diff
ent lengths, the relevant variable is the folding free ene
per residue. Furthermore,Eif could be approximated with the
help of molecular mechanics code. In such a calculation,
would dock the protein on the interface, keeping the prot
structure fixed, as in protein-protein docking@28#. One
would thus perform a search over the six-dimensional po
tion orientation space rather than having to fold the prot
de novo. As discussed earlier,Tm can be measured straigh
forwardly @27#.

To establish the validity of the predicted hardness cor
lations, one would first prepare a given hydrophobic int

e-
r
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MODEL STUDY OF PROTEIN UNFOLDING BY INTERFACES PHYSICAL REVIEW E69, 021907 ~2004!
face, then evaluate the structure of a large number of
sorbed proteins, and establish to what extent th
denaturation or lack thereof correlates withEb , Eif , andTm.
Extending these experiments to measure the hardness o
dividual proteins would involve preparing interfaces of var
ing hydrophobicity. This could be accomplished by the me
ods of Ref. @23#, for instance using different types o
adsorbed molecules or layers of molecules on a hydroph
interface. One could then evaluate the fraction of prote
retaining their native fold as a function oflh , to see if the
linear behavior predicted by Fig. 5 forlh,0.5 is observed.
These experiments with a range of values ofl could also be
used to confirm the dependence of the protein hardnes
Eb , Eif , andTm.

It is hard to evaluate the magnitude ofQ experimentally,
and therefore our suggestion that the proteins are clearly
vided into a hard and soft set~see Fig. 4! is difficult to
confirm. To a certain extent this could be accomplished
existing methods for measuring a secondary structure pro
However, comparison between different proteins, for
stance one containing primarya-helices to one containing
primary b-sheets, would be difficult.
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IV. CONCLUSIONS AND OUTLOOK

The aims of this study were to understand the nature
interface-induced unfolding and to clarify the factors whi
determine protein stability to interface-induced denaturati
We have found that the unfolding proceeds by a large los
native contacts, making it sudden rather than gradual.
comparison of unfolding at hydrophobic and polar interfac
has shown that their generic behavior is similar, but the la
has a much weaker interface coupling strength. Finally,
have found that the hardness of proteins in our mode
correlated with the magnitude of the folding energy in t
native-state structure, the thermal stability~or energy gap!
for that structure, and the interface energy for native-st
adsorption. We find these factors to be of roughly equal
portance.
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